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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

REPORT

To: HOUSING AND SOCIAL WORK
SERVICES COMMITTEE

From: HEAD OF HOUSING SOLUTIONS

Date: 3 November 2016 I Ref: EMcH/PH

2.

3.

Purpose of Report/Introduction

Subject: BLUE TRIANGLE VIEWPARK −
HOUSING SUPPORT CONTRACT

1.1. The purpose of this report is to seek committee approval to extend for a further 6
months the housing support contract with Blue Triangle Housing Association for the
Viewpark Project which provides accommodation and support for young single
people who are homeless.

1.2. This contract was previously managed through the Supporting People regime and
responsibility was transferred to Housing Services in 2009/10. The contract has
since been extended twice with the most recent Committee approval agreed in 2014
for 3 years.

Background

2.1. The Blue Triangle Viewpark Project provides 12 accommodation places and support
for young, single people aged 16 to 25 years who are homeless and require support
to enable them to access and sustain permanent accommodation.

2.2. The building at Viewpark is owned and managed by Blue Triangle Housing
Association which also provides the on−site support.

2.3. A service review has recently been undertaken by Enterprise and Housing Resources
to ensure the service represents value for money and is delivering valuable services
to vulnerable service users.

2.4. One of the aims of the Local Housing Strategy is to increase tenancy sustainment
levels for vulnerable groups. Young single people are considered to be a vulnerable
group and accounted for 36% of all homeless applications received in 2015/16.
Developing independent living skills and delivering good quality housing support
services is a critical element to meeting this aim.

Proposals/Considerations

3.1. The service review has confirmed that there is a continued need for an
accommodation and housing support service for young homeless people in North
Lanarkshire. It is also worth noting that the Viewpark Project is the only supported
accommodation specifically for young people in North Lanarkshire.

3.2. The service review has found that the Project continues to provide a valuable
accommodation and support service for young people. The service was inspected by
the Care Inspectorate in June 2015 and was graded as follows across the three
quality themes:
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• Quality of care and support 5 (very good)
• Quality of staffing 4 (good)
• Quality of management and leadership 5 (very good)

3.3. A value for money assessment has confirmed that the Viewpark Service is
comparable with other similar housing support services in North Lanarkshire.

3.4. The service is currently exempted from proposed changes announced by the DWP
that will limit housing cost funding, most notably the Local Housing Allowance (LHA)
Cap that will be applied to all social rented stock from April 2017; and to all supported
accommodation from April 2019. Beyond that date, the UK Government has
announced that the funding to cover the additional costs associated with providing
supported accommodation, over and above LHA, will be subject to a revised funding
regime. Funding up to the limit of current costs for this type of accommodation will be
devolved to the Scottish Government; however they have still to decide how they will
choose to spend it.

3.5. It is therefore proposed that the support contract of this service is extended with Blue
Triangle Housing Association for a six month period from 1 April 2017 during which
time (a) there should be further clarity around impacts of welfare reforms and
consideration can be given to any alternative delivery options linked to our Temporary
and Supported Accommodation Strategy and (b) a procurement exercise will be
undertaken to secure future accommodation and support for young people.

3.6 Given the value and the nature of the proposed contract, the Service will work with
the Corporate Procurement team to undertake the procurement in advance of expiry
of the proposed six month extension of the contract. The procurement will be
conducted pursuant to the Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 2015 and
consideration will be give to; the most appropriate procurement route, consideration
of fair work practices, community benefits, contract performance measures and the
optimum contract duration to leverage maximum benefit to the Council, taking
account of likely available resources.

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications

4.1. There are no policy or equalities implications

4.2. It should be noted that TUPE of existing staff in these services is likely to apply to any
winning tender.

4.3. In accordance with the Council's General Contract Standing Orders, the agreement
of both the Head of Business for Legal and Democratic Solutions and the Head of
Corporate Property and Procurement has been obtained for use of the negotiated
tendering procedure for the proposed six month extension to the contract − subject to
Blue Triangle Housing Association satisfying the Council's selection criteria
requirements.

4.4. The value of the housing support contract for the six month period 2017/18 would be
£81,161. The net cost of the project for the six month period is £38,645 and is
contained within the non HRA budget.

5. Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee:

(i) approve the housing support contract extension for a six month period from April 2017 to
Blue Triangle Housing Association as outlined in paragraph 3.5;
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(ii) approve the proposal to re−tender the supported accommodation service for young
people as set out in sections 3 and 4 of this report; and

(iii) note that the outcome of the procurement exercises will be reported to a future
Committee.

L.
Elaine McHugh,
Head of Housing Solutions

For further information please contact Audrey McGuiness oh.Itel 01698 274156


